
Although it may seem impossible to explain what can motivate partying student to apply for a
summer course in a country with beautiful beaches, weather, people and wine culture, I’ll do
my BEST to overcome this difficulty. For starters I’ve decided, after hearing from my friends
about hosting experience they have received in Coimbra, that it would be an incredible loss
for humanity to not give you the chance to host me, the BEST guest ever. My people as well
hold great pride in their hospitality and I already had the privilege to make a Portuguese
friend and host her. So, I am more than fine with getting favor returned. :P I’ve also realized
that our cultures are greatly similar, and I would definitely love to learn and experience more.
😊
I can’t promise many benefits, but if you need a safe pick for a person who will drink every
night, crack jokes, lighten up the mood and make the party alive... I’ll just say that after
working with me for 6 months, my boss at IT company has asked me if I would be interested
in organizing parties for the company instead of programming. If you got enough alcohol I
even dance when extremely wasted. Another bonus is that I should be able to conquer my
anxiety by the summer and may actually play the guitar for a chill night. Besides that I am
well versed in many different topics, from board games to formula 1 and I speak 4 languages
(that’s a lie, I speak 3 and learning fourth but let’s pretend).
All jokes aside I really heard amazing things about Portugal and Coimbra specifically from
my friends who have been there already. I think I could walk for 18 hours a day to just watch
the cities, countryside, people doing their daily things… On the pictures Portugal looks
beautiful and additional youtube research I did on Portugal mentality made me just want to
come more. I love temperament people.
I also find additive manufacturing a good academic topic. I was already interested in it
before, since I feel like it opens a lot of possibilities. Opening a company and making myself
independent are goals that I have, and I feel like AM is a tool that could help me out with
them. I don’t have much experience with it unfortunately, but we can change that!

I hope there is a place for me
At the university near the sea
Cuz we would be a great pair
With matching beachwear
I would play, dance and sing
Drink wine with everything
I would make you laugh
For an hour and half
Even poems I would write
Just let me get on that flight


